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Introduction
The practical importance of cluster analysis increases as the volume of collected data in various fields grows. In the paper, distance-based methods (i.e. methods based on distances or dissimilarities between objects) were chosen for the cluster analysis due to their popularity and ease of implementation in a wide variety of scenarios. Also, according to Charu and Chandan (2013) , they can be used with almost any data type, as long as an appropriate measure for given data type exists.
In this paper we focus on hierarchical clustering of objects characterized by categorical variables. This type of data is extremely common in real life. It occurs often in surveys regarding marketing research (important for a market-oriented economy) and in surveys in the field of official statistics (e.g. surveys of living conditions). However, most of the clustering algorithms in the literature focus solely on clustering of numerical data. When clustering nominal data (categorical data that are not numerical nor inherently comparable in any way), a binary transformation is routinely used. This transformation recodes nominal variables into sets of dummy variables and then they are "treated" as if they were binary variables all along. In the process of hierarchical clustering, the distances between objects are expressed based on measures suited for binary data. They are either dissimilarity measures or similarity measures which are transformed into dissimilarities before clustering. Despite the fact that this approach is regarded as a standard procedure when clustering nominal variables, it could cause a loss of information in the data (since it is not one-to-one transformation and it changes underlying distribution of transformed variables) or decrease the speed of the computations (due to dimensionality increase), as demonstrated by Salem et al. (2017) .
This transformation, which often creates a data set with substantially larger amount of binary variables, may not be necessary at all, since similarity measures suitable for clustering nominal data exist and can be used instead, see Boriah, Chandola and Kumar (2008) , Šulc (2016) . These measures are not as well examined as the binary ones and they are usually not implemented in any commercial software and almost never used. In non-commercial software R (R Core Team, 2018), there is a package nomclust, that contains several similarity measures suited for clustering nominal data, see Šulc andŘezanková (2015) . This package was used for the purpose of clustering categorical data by Ladds et al. (2018) .
The main objective of the paper is to determine whether applying binary transformation to categorical data and then using similarity measures for binary data in the process of hierarchical clustering of categorical data (approach one) leads to better-quality clusters than using similarity measures for nominal data (approach two), which can be applied on a data set with categorical variables in its original state. The secondary objective is to evaluate the cluster quality of hierarchical clustering with similarity measures for nominal data compared to the similarity measures for binary data on data sets with purely binary variables. We perform the analysis on 600 generated data sets, where 300 of them are data sets with nominal data and 300 of them are data sets with binary data. The approaches are evaluated using both the internal and the external evaluation criteria. A language and environment for statistical computing R is used for the calculations and the analysis.
Similarity measures and linkage method
In this section the chosen similarity (or distance) measures are presented. One group of similarity measures was developed for nominal data and let us refer to those ones as nominal data measures in this paper. The other group of similarity measures is suitable for binary data and let us use a term binary data measures for them. At the very end of this section, the chosen linkage method is presented.
Nominal data measures
Seven nominal data measures were used in the experiment:
• ES measure (Eskin et al., 2002) , • IOF measure and OF measure (Sparck-Jones, 1972), • LIN measure (Lin, 1998) , • LIN1 measure (Boriah et al., 2008) , • VE measure and VM measure (Šulc, 2016) , • SM measure (Sokal and Michener, 1958) , • G1 measure, G2 measure, G3 measure and G4 measure (Boriah et al., 2008) .
Let us denote the categorical data matrix X = [x ic ], where i = 1, . . . , n and c = 1, . . . , m; n is the total number of objects; m is the total number of variables. The number of categories of the c-th variable is denoted as K c , absolute frequency as f , relative frequency as p, q is a subset of relative frequencies satisfying a set of conditions.
The overview of formulas can be found in Table 1 , where the column S c (x ic = x jc ) presents similarity computation for matches of categories in the c-th variable for the i-th and j-th objects, and the column S c (x ic = x jc ) corresponds to mismatches of these categories. The third column represents the total similarity S (x i , x j ) between the objects x i and x j . 
In order to compute a proximity matrix, the transformation from similarity into dissimilarity between the objects x i and x j is necessary. According to Šulc (2016, pp. 6-10) transformations of similarity measures ES, IOF, OF, LIN, LIN1 (measures which can exceed the value one) to corresponding dissimilarity measures follow the formula:
The similarity measures VE, VM, SM, G1, G2, G3, G4 (measures which take values from zero to one) are transformed into corresponding dissimilarity measures using the following formula:
(2)
Binary data measures
According to Todeschini (2012) binary data measures are often linearly dependent, and thus the majority of them produce the same clusters. Therefore, the binary data measures used in the study are selected in a way that each measure is based on different principle and in some way represents a whole group of (linearly dependent) measures based on given principle. These five binary data measures were chosen for the experiment:
• SMC measure (Sokal and Michener, 1958) is the simple matching coefficient and it is a basic measure used for comparing the similarity and diversity of sample sets, • EUC measure is the Euclidean distance that is the base for many similarity measures, • PRS measure (Pearson, 1900 ) -the Pearson chi-squared statistic is one of many measures based on the Pearson correlation coefficient, • YUQ measure (Yule, 1912 ) -Yule's Q represents similarity measures based on odds ratio, • JAC measure (Jaccard, 1901 ) -Jaccard similarity measure represents negative match exclusive measures.
Suppose that two objects, x i and x j , are represented by the binary vector form. Let m be the number of variables. There are symbols used for the numbers of variables with certain combinations of categories for objects presented in the Table 2 , inspired by Dunn and Everitt (1982) . The symbols are used for definitions of binary distance measures in this paper. In Table 2 , a is the number of features where the values of x i and x j are both equal to 1, meaning "positive matches", b is the number of variables where the value of x i and x j is (0, 1), meaning "x i absence mismatches", c is the number of variables where the value of x i and x j is (1, 0), meaning "x j absence mismatches", and d is the number of variables where both x i and x j are 0, meaning "negative matches". Table 3 provides the overview of formulas of the binary data measures. Some measures were defined as similarity measures, hence the transformation from similarity measure into dissimilarity measure is necessary in order to be able to calculate a proximity matrix. This transformation follows Choi et al. (2010) . Table 3 represents the total similarity between the objects x i and x j if this measure is originally defined as a similarity between objects. D (x i , x j ) in the last column stands for distance between the objects x i and x j . 
Method of cluster analysis
We applied agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA). Its algorithm considers each object to start in its own cluster and at each step the nearest two clusters are combined into a higher-level cluster. This algorithm is usually attributed to Sokal and Michener (1958) .
The average linkage method was applied in this analysis since it is a robust method, which is considered a compromise between the single and the complete linkage methods, see (Yim and Ramdeen, 2015) . Unlike the single linkage method, the average linkage method is not associated with chaining phenomenon and unlike the complete linkage method it is not sensitive to outliers. Also, this method is frequently set as the default one in hierarchical clustering packages. It takes average pairwise dissimilarity between objects in two different clusters. Let us denote D average (C k ,C l ) the distance between cluster C k and C l , with the number of objects n k in the k-th cluster and n l in the l-th cluster. Then, dissimilarity between two clusters can be expressed by the formula:
Data sets
To achieve the established aims, data sets with nominal and binary variables are generated. In this section, a data generator is introduced and generated data sets are described.
Generator of nominal data
Data generation is an important part of various research tasks, whether due to lack of real data or, in our case, due to specific requirements given on desired data sets (given number of clusters, variables, variables' categories, . . . ) that can influence the robustness of the results. Unfortunately, there are not many nominal data generators which can produce data sets with multivariate structure. In this paper the data generator suitable for the needs of the experiment is used, see (Cibulková andŘezanková, 2018) . Each generated data set consists of a given number of clusters, where each cluster corresponds to one sample of a given multivariate distribution. (For the purpose of generating nominal variables, multivariate uniform distribution is desired and multivariate Bernoulli distribution is required in order to generate binary variables.) This idea follows the assumption of finite mixture models from model-based clustering. It is assumed that the population is made up of several distinct clusters, each following a different multivariate probability density distribution, see (Stahl and Sallis, 2012) . Hence, the problem of generating data set with given features is reduced to generating samples from given multivariate distributions. To achieve this, NORTA algorithm (Cario and Nelson, 1997) in combination with Cholesky's decomposition (Higham, 2009 ) is used. Assuming each cluster in the data set is generated from a given multivariate distribution, the generated data set is a mixture of several samples obtained by this approach. This generator allows us to generate numerous data sets with desired features to cover a wide range of data sets "types", making the results of the analysis more robust.
Data sets with nominal, binary and binarized variables
For the purpose of the analysis, we introduce terms regarding the data sets.
• Data set with nominal data is a data set with nominal variables where a number of categories of each variable belongs to the interval 2, 10 . Each column represents one variable. • Data set with binary data is a data set with binary variables, meaning the value of each variable is either 0 or 1. Each column represents one dummy variable. • Data set with binarized data was created by a binary transformation of generated data set with nominal data. Therefore, one variable with K categories from the "original" data set with nominal data transforms into K dummy variables (columns). Hence, this transformation causes that the data set with binarized data contains a lot of zeros and a huge number of columns.
Experiment
The experimental part was designed to evaluate two objectives. The first one, connected to the primary aim of the paper, is to determine if better-quality clusters in hierarchical clustering are provided using similarity measures for binary data, which require a binary data transformation, or using similarity measures for nominal data, which can be applied on a data set with nominal data in its original state. The second objective is to evaluate the cluster quality of the similarity measures for nominal data compared to the similarity measures for binary data on data sets with purely binary data. Its outcomes can help to determine if it is meaningful to use nominal data measures on binary data.
Experiment setting
Using the data generator, which was presented in Section 3, 300 nominal data sets for the main objective and 300 binary data sets for the secondary analysis were generated. A summary of the generated data sets properties is in Table 4 . In order to eliminate the influence of the properties which can possibly have effects on the quality of the produced clusters, certain properties were set under control in the performed analyses, while other properties were not set firmly.
The correlation of variables with parameters of multivariate distribution is chosen randomly. The number of objects in a data set varies from 120 to 480 and the number of categories varies randomly from 2 to 10. Data sets with nominal data were generated from multivariate uniform distribution, while multivariate Bernoulli distribution was used for generating data sets with binary data. In both the analyses, the number of clusters was set to four and the number of variables is set to ten to cover typical data set sizes in common clustering tasks. To ensure the robustness of the obtained results, each data set setting combination was replicated 300 times.
Evaluation criteria
Since the analyses are performed on the generated data sets, and thus objects' cluster memberships are known, the produced clusters can be evaluated using both internal and external evaluation criteria.
For the internal cluster quality evaluation, the variability-based Pseudo F coefficient based on the mutability (PSFM) was chosen, seeŘezanková et al. (2011) . This coefficient takes into account the within-cluster variability of a data set, which always decreases with the increasing number of clusters. Therefore, the coefficient penalizes an increasing number of clusters. Then, the maximal value indicates the optimal number of clusters. The PSFM criterion can be expressed by the formula
where WCM(1) is the variability in the whole data set with n objects, and WCM(k) the within-cluster variability in the k-cluster solution, which is computed as
where n g is the number of objects in the g-th cluster (g = 1, ..., k), n gcu is the number of objects in the g-th cluster by the c-th variable with the u-th category (u = 1, ..., K c ). The external evaluation of the cluster quality was performed using the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI), see Hubert and Arabie (1985) , which is commonly used for a comparison of two membership partitions. Compared to the standard Rand index, see Rand (1971) , it is corrected for a chance. Similarly to the original measure, which takes values from zero to one, where one indicates that the compared cluster partitions are identical, ARI has a similar range of values, but it can also take small negative values if the Index is less than the Expected index, see
where n i j are the joint frequencies of the contingency table created between two compared partitions, a i are the row marginal frequencies, and b j are the column marginal frequencies.
Evaluation methodology
Values of the two criteria used can be compared not only with their values in different cluster solutions of a certain similarity measure but also with their values in a particular cluster solution for different similarity measures. It can be done by averaging the scores of the evaluation criteria over the examined similarity measures (and/or certain data sets' properties). However, the presented approach can be used only by ARI. The values of PSFM must be processed in a different way since this criterion depends on the number of objects in a data set and also on its initial variability, and thus, it is incomparable in an unadjusted form. Therefore, the proposed procedure uses the two-step rank score approach.
In the first step, clusters produced by HCA with all the examined similarity measures are evaluated. The outcome scores are then ranked in a way that the lowest rank is assigned to the highest value of the coefficient. Then, the rank scores are averaged in the same way as ARI. The resulting mean rank scores and their standard deviations are considered as the main output which can be displayed in the form of an easily interpretable table. The lower is the mean ranked score of a similarity measure, the better is its clustering performance. The lower the value of the standard deviation, the more stable the clustering performance of a given similarity measure.
Results of the experiment
Interpretation of the results follows the methodology described in Section 4.3. The measures that have a tendency to create "high-quality" clusters are the ones with low ranks of PSFM index, high values of ARI and low values of PSFM rank's standard deviation. Table 5 and Table 6 show mean ranks of PSFM, standard deviations of PSFM ranks and average ARIs for each measure. The best values are highlighted in bold writing (the highest values of ARI and the lowest values of PSFM). Table 5 provides a summary of evaluation criteria for data sets with nominal data (these data sets were binarized if the binary data measure was used in the clustering process). Table  6 summarizes the same indices for data sets with binary data (these data sets were generated as data sets with purely binary variables). It is possible to distinguish a type of a measure by the column Type, where "B" stands for a binary data measure (black colour) and "N" stands for a nominal data measure (red colour). Figure 1 and Figure 2 give a visualization of Tables 5 and 6 . Axes x and y in the graphs reflect the averages from the tables (average PSFM rank and average ARI) and the size of a grey circle changes according to the standard deviation of PSFM rank. The colours of measures in the figures correspond to the colours in the tables. In these figures, the measures at the bottom right lead to the best clustering solutions, while the measures at the top left lead to the worst clustering solutions.
We can see that in the case of clustering of nominal data and also in the case of clustering binary data, the clustering approach without the binary transformation (using nominal data measures) provides at least as good clustering solutions as the standard approach with binary transformation. According to the chosen evaluation criteria, similarity measures for nominal data and similarity measures for binary data perform comparably well when applied on data sets with nominal (binarized) data. Especially measures EUC, SMC, LIN, VE, VM, SM provided good clustering solutions according to the chosen evaluation criteria. Surprisingly, some similarity measures for nominal data (LIN, LIN1, G3) performed even better than all examined measures for binary data on data sets with binary data. The measure for nominal data LIN steadily leads to the above average clustering solutions when applied to data sets with binary and nominal data. The measures PRS and G4 lead to bellow average clustering solutions. The measures for binary data EUC and SMC handled well high dimensional (binarized) data sets with a lot of zeros. However, they were outperformed by several similarity measures when applied to binary data sets. 
Conclusions
In the study we compared two approaches to clustering of categorical data. The first widely used approach performs a binary transformation of the nominal variables into sets of dummy variables and then uses the similarity measures suitable for binary data. The second rarely used approach uses similarity measures developed for the nominal data, hence no data transformation is required. We used internal and external evaluation criteria to determine which of the two approaches creates better quality clusters. We demonstrated that the binary transformation is not necessary and it is possible to cluster data sets with categorical variables without it. Moreover, according to several internal and external evaluation criteria the approach that uses nominal data measures even leads to "better" clustering results in comparison with clustering solutions obtained by the first approach (clustering data that were transformed by a binary transformation, while using distance measures suitable for binary data) on both types of data sets -data sets with nominal data and data sets with binary data.
